Send Instructor Station Content to All Collaboration Center Displays

Getting Started with LanSchool

LanSchool, which is installed on all Collaboration Center computers and the Instructor Station computer in YR 407, offers a variety of ways to share content. LanSchool provides many more features than can be covered in this document. The three videos below from Lenovo provide an excellent start.

Navigating the Teacher Console – This tutorial is an introduction to the LanSchool Teacher Console and will cover navigating the various options, toolbars, and shortcut menus. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlJa3SJkkCI

Show the Teacher Screen – This tutorial demonstrates how to broadcast the teacher's computer screen to one or more student computers using LanSchool. This allows students to follow along on their own monitor, rather than try to watch a projection screen. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-U-ztKswwE

Show a Student Screen – This tutorial will demonstrate how to share what one student is doing on their screen with other students in the class using LanSchool. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPCeoFPAtXY

LanSchool Tutorials

Lenovo maintains an extensive and growing playlist of LanSchool tutorials https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlJa3SJkkCI&list=PLadwjZCyTsTWY_PW-g5ZzABclyik6Yrli